Warsaw Neighbourhoods

Old Town & New Town
Destroyed at the end of WWII, Warsaw’s Old Town has been atmospherically recreated. The adjacent New Town’s quieter streets are home to monuments and museums.

Muranów, Mirów & Powązki
These two residential and largely uncommercial districts are where the Germans created the Warsaw Ghetto in 1940; today scattered remnants of Jewish Warsaw survive.

Łazienki Park & Southern Śródmieście
The prime focus of this southern slice of Warsaw is lush Łazienki Park. Southern Śródmieście is home to the city’s boldest socialist realist architecture.

Praga & Eastern Warsaw
Praga is gentrifying as creatives move into this once gritty area. This hip district offers a buzzing nightlife scene to supplement its stock of tourist sites.

Pawiśle & Northern Śródmieście
These two areas, at the heart of modern Warsaw, are packed with both historic and contemporary attractions.